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Let R be a commutative ring and I = (I. 5) be a partially ordered set. The paper is concerned 
with R,-modules M = (M. M’ 1 i E I). where M is an R-module with distinguished submodules 
M’ such that M’ C M’ for all i s j E 1. We regard the endomorphism algebra End &f = { 9 E 
End M 1 U,q G U, for all i E l} and it will be the aim to %ive a characterization of ail those 
orderings (I. TS ) such that for every free R-module 1%; ’ Infinite rank there is an R,-module 
structure dl = (dv. M’ 1 i E 1) on M with End M 2 R. The orderings of interest are exactly the 
posets of infinite representation type derived by Kleiner. Moreover. the given result is cstended 
to arbitrary R-algebras and to ‘rigid systems’ of R,-modules. 
1. Introduction 
Let R be a commutative ring with 1 #Q and I = (I, 5) a partially ordered set. A 
sequence M = (M, M’ 1 i E I) of an R-module M and distinguished submodules M’ 
with M’ c M’ for all i 5 j is called an R,-module or an R-rep-ov*9tdon of ; or :?IA 
RI-space. Morphisms between two of those objects M and M’ are R-h~mun~w 
phisms which map M’ into M” for each i E 1. The sum of two R,-modules is defined 
componentwise; that means M + M’ = (M + M’, A!’ -i- M ‘I). This sum is direct if 
M i M’ and M’ + M” are direct. We get a natural category R,-hYod of R,- 
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modules having obvious and well-known categorical properties (Proposition 2.0). 
If R is a field, this category was studied by Brenner and Butler [7.9] for antichains 
and by Nazarova and Roiter [31]. They are followed by a large number of papers 
on representations of partially ordered sets and the developed results are quite 
advanced, see [3, 14, 18-20, 26-30, 32, 33, 441. A summary of some of these 
results and their relation with abelian groups, which caused our interest, can be 
found in [2]. 
The connection to abelian groups leads immediately to the question, which 
partially ordered sets I allow any prescribed R-algebra A to be the endomorphism 
algebra of some &-module M. say End M z A. This question will be answered 
completely, and next we will describe some of the tools and the results which will 
be derived in Section 4. In order to formulate our main result, we must mention 
five crucial orderings, the ‘Kleiner-list’ St. The objects are the following partial 
orders: 
. . - . _ . . 
I I I 
(LLl,l) (2.2,2) 
I I 
I I 
(1.393) 
- ^ 
I I 
I 
I 
I 
(L2,5) 
In 1975. Kleiner [27] characterized the orderings of finite representation type. 
These orderings admit only finitely many nonisomorphic indecomposable K,- 
modules for some field K. (If the ring R turns out to be a field we replace R by 
K.) Kleiner showed that these orderings I do not depend on the underlying field 
K, and he gave the following characterization. A poset I is of finite representative 
type if and only if none of the orderings in Sf can be embedded into I. Further 
proofs of this result can b:e found in [42] and [36]. Kleiner also gave a list of the 
indecomposable representations that was corrected by Arnold and Richman [4] 
and Simson [42]. If 1 = (1, 1, 1, I), there is a characterization of the finite- 
dimensional indecomposable representations by Brenner [S] and Gelfand and 
Ponomarev [21]. As finite representation type of I allows only finitely many 
indecomposable K,-modules, we have no chance of representing an arbitrary 
algebra even over an infinite-dimensional vector space M. The fact that infinite- 
dimensional representations of such I always decompose follows from a result of 
Ringel and Tachikawa [37] and independently of Simson [40]. We sketch a more 
elementary proof of a somewhat more general result (Theorem 4.1) extracted 
from Simson’s papers [40.41]. We would like to thank Daniel Simson for 
explaining the elegant and short arguments which lead to Theorem 4.1. This 
allows US to restrict our attention to one direction of our main result. 
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Theorem 1. Let I = (I, 5) be a partially ordered set and h a~ infinite cnrdinnl. Tlze 
following are equivalent: 
( 1) . I is not o~^,finite represerltation type. 
(2) There is an ordering from At that can be em;odded into I. 
(3) For all commutative rings R, for all R-algebras A with a generating set not 
exceeding A and for M = $, A there is a family of R,-mo&les 
M,, = (M, MI, 1 i E I) (a e: h) 
with 
The case A = R a domain and A I 1 RI in the above theorem was obtained in [5] 
by different constructions, based on ideas in [24,34]. 
In the case of finite-dimensional representation of &-mod, it is well known that 
we have to distinguish between three types of representations, those of finite, of 
tame and of wild representation. Ringel [35] observed that for the ordering 
Z = (1, 1, 1, 1) and &-Mod ‘tame representation becomes wild’ and hence only 
two types occur. A similar result follows for the remaining orderings in Kleiner’s 
list. This is the fundamental fact that should convince the reader that the converse 
conclusion of the above theorem should hold. It also gets additional support by a 
famous result of Shelah [39] in model theory which says that any elementary 
theory allows a classification if and only if it is superstable and satisfies three more 
technical conditions (NDOP, NOTOP and existence of depth). Using Shelah’s 
terminology, finite representation type means superstable, and nonclassification 
means the existence of maximal numbers of nonequivalent models, hence 
nonisomorphic modules. The existence of such maximal classes of R,-m*>dules i
given in Section 3. 
The proof of Theorem 1 is based on a rticent result of Gobel and May [23]. 
Some of our countable examples (Section 3) realizing R are inspired by [ 131. 
However, part of the difficulty of the established result is hidden in an application 
and modification of an earlier result of Shelah [38] which showed the existence of 
arbitrarily large indecomposable, torsion-free abelian groups. The result in ques- 
tion settles the case of R-modules with five distinguished submodules for regular 
cardinals in [16] and for singular cardinals ir. [22]. A ditterent proof, also based 
substantially on [38] can be derived by modifications of a recent paper of Corner 
[12]. In fact, it is worth noting that our main result (or 1231) can be used to 
improve the Theorem in Corner’s recent paper [ 121. 
Following [!2], say that a family of faithful A-modules M,, ((x C A) is a fillly 
rigid system for an R-algebra A on a set A, if for CY. p C h 
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and 
Similarly fully rigid systems can be defined in any category, in particular for the 
category &-Mod. which we used in Theorem 1. 
Corner’s Theorem [ 121 is the case I..ZI 2 5 of the following corollary: 
Corollary 2. Suppose that A admits a fully rigid system N, (A 5 J) on a set J with 
1 JI 14. Then, for every infinite cardinal A 2 1 NJ I. A a mits a .Wly rigid system M, 
(a c h) on h with lMOI = h. 
ff % is a class of modules containing NJ and closed under submodules and direct 
sums, then M,, E % for all a C A. 
Proof. Application of our Theorem 2.2 provides im 
Corner’s Proposition [12, p. 561. Using our terminolvgy from 
Proposition reads as follows: 
Proposition 3. Let F be a free abelian group of infinite rank A. 
family F, = (F, FL 1 i < 4) (a & A) of Z,, , 1 , ,-modules, where . . . 
a strengthening of 
Section 2 the new 
Then there exists a 
Fk are summands 
of F and with the property that for any commutative ring R and any R-module M 
the folio wing holds : 
Then we apply the proof ‘PROP+THM’ in [ 12, p. 56/57], which finishes the 
proof of Corollary 2. Cl 
As in [ 121, the corollary can be viewed as a topological result provided the 
initial rigid system on Z is a topological realization of A. Like [ 121, the corollary 
can be used to derive one of the results in [17], which stimulated the publication 
of [ 121. It can also be applied to obtain results in [ lo]. 
Applications for abelian groups are similar to those in [ 161. Further applications 
are the papers by Gijbel and Ziegler [25] and Dugas and Theme [15], which deal 
with topological endomorphism rings and Butler groups respectively. 
Important origins of our main result are [7, 1 I] and further roots can be traced 
back by reading the introduction of [23]. We just want to mention for the experts 
that [ 171 and [36] are utilized as well. 
2. First reductions 
Throughout this paper R denotes a commutative ring. Let (I, 5) = Z be a 
partially ordered set. A sequence M = (M, M’ 1 i E I), where M is a (left) 
R-module and M’ C M are submodules with M’ C M’ whenever i 5 j is called an 
R-representation of I which we call an R,-module for brevity. If I = K is an 
ordinal, we will abuse notation and equip the underlying set {k 1 k E K) with an 
order making all elements pairwise incomparable. So the notation of an R,- 
module in the above sense coincides with the notation in [23] and also agrees with 
[35]. R,-Mod contains all R, .modules as objects and morphisms between twc such 
objects M and M' are R-homomorphisms (T : M -+ M’ with M’o c M” for all 
i E I. Morphisms are also called R,-homomorphisms, and Hom,,(M. M') = 
Hom(M, M') denotes all R,-homomorphisms. In particular. End,,M = End M 
denotes the endomorphism algebra of all R,-homomorphisms of M into itself. The 
sum of two R,-modules M and M' is defined componentwise; that means 
M + M' = (M + M ‘. M’ + Mli). This sum is direct. written M Cl3 M I, if each 
component is a direct sum. The given notation allows us to regard the class of all 
finitely generated R,-modules as R,-mod, sometimes also referred to as RI-spaces 
[42]. Let us summarize the crucial properties of the categorv of R,-modules. . 
Proposition 2.0. (a) R,-Mod l:as sums, products arzd Ext. 
(b) R,-Mod has pushouts and pullbacks. 
(c) R,-Mod has enorgh injectives and projectives. 
Let us start with a useful lemma. 
Reduction Lemma 2. I. Let I = (I. 5 [) and J = (J, sJ ) be two partial orderings 
such that P cati br .c?mbedded into J. Let M,, = (lid, Mb 1 i E I) ( CY 2 h) be a farnil> 
of R,-modules. Then there is a family of R,-modules MC1 = (M ‘. Mh’ 1 j E J) 
(a C A) with M = M’ and Hom,JM,, , M,) 1= Hom,J(MCl. M;) 
Proof. Let M,, = (M, Ml], 1 i E I) be given from R,-Mod. We may assume that 
I C J and that I, restricted to I equals I,; hence we only write 5. For j E J 
define MC: by M’ - M and M:,’ = nrzlqiEl, ML1, where nB M:, = M. This obvious- 
ly gives us a family of R,-modules and it is apparent that Hom,I(M,, . M,) c 
Hom,JMCi, M; ), because every endomorphism that maps MI, into ML also maps 
n Ma into (7 ML. To see the reverse inclusion note that for any i E I we have 
M:,i = Mi,. hence Hom,,(M,,, Ma) = HomRJ(MCL. Mb). q 
There is a dual argument which leads to the same statement replacing M,:’ by 
@‘t = z;-;j.,E, MI,. 
Throughout the paper rive particular orderings will be crucial. They constitute 
the ’ Kleiner-list’ St given in the Introduction. With St” we denote the class of all 
partially ordered sets (1, s,,), such that there is 3 (1, I) E St and an injection 
(I, s)+ (J, sJ). We want to emphasize that by Kleiner’s theorem 1371. At:‘: 
comprises all orderings of infinite representation type. That means for every 
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ordering I = (i, 5) from St * . &-mod has infinitely many, finite-dimensional 
indecomposable &-vector spaces over any field K. 
The aim of this paper is to prove the following theorem: 
Theorem 2.2. Let R be a commutati!ye ring and let h be an infinite cardinal. 
Moreover, let A be an R-algebra with a generating set gen A of cardinality not 
larger than A and M = @A A. Then for all I = (I, 5) E At * there exists a family 
Ma = (M, Mb 1 i E I) of R,-modules with 
and the submodules Mb are summands of M. 
Using our terminology from Section 1, the family MC, (o C A) constittires a fully 
rigid system for A on A. 
In view of our main theorem the Reduction Lemma yields a useful corollary. 
Corollary 2.3. Let h be an infinite cardinal and A an R-algebra with lgen Al (- A. 
Let M = eA A and for every I E At suppose there is a family M, = (M, M f, 1 i E -I) 
(a! c h) with 
Then for every J E At * there is a family Mb = (M ‘, My 1 i E J) (a C_ h) with 
M = M’ and 
Remark. Because of 1251 we may replace St by St\(( 1, 1, 1, 1)) in the hypothesis 
of Corollary 2.3. The remaining four cases will be regarded separately in Section 
3. 
3. The existence of R,-modules 
Let us summarize the necessary definitions and notations. Partly, they can be 
viewed as generalizations of the definitions given in [23]. Throughout the paper A 
denotes a fixed infinite cardinal. A standard A-family of R-modules {F, 1 a C A} 
consists of free R-modules F, of rank A with the conditions that F, C Fp if (Y C_ /3 
and that tl-.:re is au exact sequence O+ F,-, F* ---) @,, Qj+ 0 with Qi free for 
all i E A, which yields exact sequences O* Ffl* F, * ~iErr Qi~ 0. If cu C P C A, 
then l,, denotes the natural inclusion Fn C FP. Note that this mapping is split. 
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Let I = (I, 5) be a partial ordering. An R,-module F = (F, F’ 1 i E I) is A-free, if 
F’ and its complement in F are free of rank A. Tensor products will always be 
tensor products of R-modules. If M is an R-module and F a A-free R,-module, 
then M 8 F = (A4 QD F, M 8 F’ 1 i E I). Observe that this constrrlction again yields 
an R,-module. 
Definition 3.1 (23, Definition 2.11. A rigid A-family of R,-modules {F, 1 a C A} is 
a family of R,-modules constructed on the standard A-family {F, 1 CY C A} such 
that: 
(1) the exact sequences of the standard A-family are exact sequences 
(IQ-,F,--*F + @,:, &,-+O in R,-Mod, 
(2) F,, u-k~ Qi are A-free for cy C A. i E A, 
(3) if M and N are R-modules and cy U p C A, then 
Hom(M@F_, N@F,)= 
N)@ l,, if (Y C p , 
ifLyg& 
A weak A-family of R,-modules {Xc% 1 a C A} is defined by the following 
conditions: 
(4) each X, is a A-free R,-module, and for each LY C /? c A there is a split 
inclusion l,, : X, ---, X, , 
(,Z \ whenever a! = (x,, iJ (Y, there is an exact sequence O-, X,-* Xn,,$ X,, + 
x,, ---j 0. 
(6) if N is an R-module and LY U p C A, then Hom(X,, N @XJ = N Ci3 1 if 
a = p and Hom(X,, N 43 Xp) = 0, if a\/3 is infinite. 
It is easy !o see that a rigid A-family of &-modules is also a weak A-family, 
because F, is the pushout of F,,, and F,. by &,. if cy = G’(, Ij LY, . The really crucial 
part is the reverse conclusion. 
Proposition 3.2 (cf. [23, p. 33, Proposition 2.31). Zf there exisfs a weak A-family of 
R,-modules, then there exists a rigid A-family of RI-modules. 
Proof. The proof is the same as the proof of Proposition 2.3 in [23] replacing 
R,-module by R,-module. It is only based on the properties of the category of 
R,-modules stated in Proposition 2.0. 0 
Proposition 3.3. 7’here exists a rigid o-family of RI-modules for any I E St. 
Proof. Let R[X] denote the ring of ail polynomials with indeterminate X and 
coefficients in R. In order to construct rigid w-families of R,-modules for every 
Z E St we start with a family of R[X],- modules. Choose manic polynomials p, from 
R[X] for every i E w with the condition that for all i # j there are 4,. y, E R[X] 
with piqi + piq, = 1. 
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Define .(: to be the multiplicatively c!osed set generated by { p, 1 i E o j. Note 
that R[X] c Y’R[X]. For Q c 12’ let 
L = 
f p,,*...:p, p4 *-’ ” pi different, i, E a. f E R[X]) . 
Clearly L,, c S- ‘R[ X] and L,, is an R[ Xl-module. 
For i E a let n, be the degree of pi. Then we put 
Ui - @ R- x’ cS-'R[X] 
+=llCl, Pi - 
and let U,, = @,_ U,. which is an R-submodule of L,, = UiV @ E! .\‘I. Moreover. 
define yl = U,, $ R. 1 C LI,. Hence L,, is the pushout cf y, ano R[X] by R l I 
We are ready to define preliminary families & = (MC,, M:, 1 i E I) = M,,, depend- 
ing on the cases Z E Ai. Let VfV ,U:, (i E co) be isomorphic copies of Vcb .U,, 
respectively, where (u + u’ ) (u E Vcl ) refers to the isomorphism V_ -+ Vl,. 
Case ( 1, 1. I. i ) (cf. [23]). 4dded for the convenience of the reader. Let 
Lrase (2,2,2). Define Al, = Vi @ Uf, $ Ui and choose the following submodules: 
It is clear that y, = (M,, , ML 1 i E I) is an R,, , .,-module. Fix an infinite subset -.-._ 
q, c o with an infinite complement and reindex {MC, 1 a,, c a c co> by (MCI I a C 
w}. We verify the mapping property (6) of a weak u-family of R,-modules in 
Definition 3.1. Let 4 E Hom(M,, IV@ Mp). Note 
M(!JI C N 0 MB, M~c/I C N 0 Mf4 c r’lsure that Vl: snd Ui are mapped into N 8 V:l 
and N @ Uf iesyxtively and Mt+ C Iv 03 M;', yields that the effect of 4 on 
vg n u,, Vi and Ui is the same, that means 4 is defined by an R-homo- 
morphism 4 : V, + N 8 VP. Finally, M~#I C N C3 A!; ensures that (Xrr)& = 
X(F~./I) holes for any 11 E U,, . 
Case ( l&3). Define Mm, = Vl,' CD U,: CB Ci $ Ui and choose the following sub- 
modules: 
It is clear that M, is an R, ,_3_3, -module. Again we take cy,, C w as above and 
reindex {MC, 1 cy,,~cy~w) by {M~(cu~o}. If@tHom(i&.N&I4,). thenwe 
can verify 
Together with the ‘invariance’ of MI and Mz we .lave V~$~N@V~ and 
U:,~~NW;. The first component X24” + I(’ -k 11’ of M:: ensures that 4 1 U,: 
and 4 1 Ui are induced by a common homomorphism and the second component 
U” + II’ + &13 forces that the analogous statement holds for 4 1 V,‘: fl tJ<, . c$ 1 Ui 
and C#J 1 Uz. Again we conclude that 4 is given by an R-homomorphism 
C/J : V(, - N C3 V' with the property (Xzr)& = X(lr4 j because of M::4 c N 8 Mz. 
Case (N, 4). Let M,, = V]: Cl3 UC: @Ui CBU~ $ UC: and define the following sub- 
modules: 
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Again we fix a(, c w, LY,, and w\cy,, infinite, and we reinde:: {M, 1 a,, c (Y 5 o), 
which is a family of R(,. 4) -modules. If 4 E Horn@, , M C3 iI&), then we can 
verify the following conditions: VI4 = Mzd z N 69 Vi and 
and similarly we see 
In order to prove the ‘invariance’ of Ui note 
For the second inclusion note that u’ + u’ has a component u3 for any u E U,. 
But c/f4 C Mfi4 forces u3 to be zero, hence the projection of Uf@ onto 
N 63 (u’ + u3 1 u E Ua ) is zero. Finally we have to show that Uz is ‘+-invariant’. 
Again note that u’ + u3 E Mi4+ for all u E U, and consequently u’ = 0. So we 
conclude that projection of U,C#I onto N @9 ( u’ + u3 1 u E U, ) is zero. 
The arguments show that Vz+ G N 63 Vi and U~C/I c N 8 LJZ . Now we cm 
conclude that the second component 11” + u’ of Mf, is mapped into N@ 
( u0 + u’ 1 u E Up) and consequently u0 and u’ are mapped the same way. Using a 
similar argument for u’ + u)- + u3 + u’ shows that u’, u’, u’, u’ have the ‘same 
image under 4. This implies that 4 is given by an R-homomorphism 
4 : V, 3 N 69 VP with the condition (XU)~ = X(u+), since (Xu” + u7)@ C 
N@M;. 
Case (1,2,5). Define M, = V~&_ld,GW~@U~CBU~@U~ and choose the fol- 
lowing submodules: 
This defines a family {MO 1 a E to> of R, ,,,,,,-modules. As in the cases before 
chocse q, C w, cu,, and o\q, infinite and reindex {Ma ] a0 C a C: w} by {M, ] a C 
o}. Let 4 E Hom(M,, N GO MP) and we show again that the components are 
invariant under the action of 4. 
Note that N @(u” + u”) has a componep+ L? and N C3 (u’ + u4) has a component 
u’. Both gre not contained in M(!/, LJ the projection of Uzq5 onto N @ (z? + I(‘. 
U’+ u41 uE U,) is zero. 
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Again we have that N @ (u(’ + u3) has a summand 113 and N @ (Xu” -t- L?) has a 
summand 11~. These components are not contained in M~c#J. 
Here we need that 14’ + I? has a component 14’ and 11’ + ld2 has a summand u’. 
Both may not appear on the intersection because of M,',4 n M~c#I. 
So we have Vli# c N @ V): and UL+ c N 63) U;. To see that the effect of 4 on 
every submodule U:, is the same, note that u” + ~1~ + 11’ E Mt is mapped into 
N~(n”$u”$~~.‘Iu~u,). Consequently II’! i?, uJ are mapped the same way. 
A similar argument for Xu” + u’ + L?, 11’ + LI’ + z? E Mz finally yields that we 
may suppose 4 to be given by an R-homomorphism 4 : V,, + N C3 VP with the 
additional property (Xrt)4 = X(u+), because (XL? + II’ + u’)4 C N QD Mi. 
The rest of the proof runs without case distinction. So let (b : V, + N @ VP with 
( XZI)~ = X(z&) b e as given above. Hence 4 turns out to be an R[X]-homo- 
morphism. Consider the R[X]-homomorphism R[ X] * L, (1 + 14) which obvi- 
ously extends 4 1 R. 
Hence by the pushout property (*) this map and 4 can be extended to an 
R-homomorphism & : L, = U,, Cl3 R[X]+ N 63 L,. In order to see that 4 is also 
an R[ Xl-homomorphism recall that 4 1 R[X] and 6 1 Ua are R[ Xl-homomor- 
phisms. So we can apply a results from [23, Lemma 3. l] stated below. 
Hence 6 = 0, if cw\p is infinite, which yields 4 = 0. If Q = p, then 16 = 14 E 
(N@R[X])n(N@~,). Note V,, +R[X]= U,W+l$X+?[X], so l&~ 
N 8 R - 1, which completes the proof. q 
Lemma 3.4 [23. Lemma 3.1). Lef (Y U p C w, let N be an R-mod*lfe and suppose 
4 : L,, --+ N 60 L, is an R[X]-homomorphism. If a = p, thert (4 = ((14) for every 
5 E L,, , where 14 E N @ R[X]. If CY\~ is injinite, then 4 = 0. 
In view of our main theorem, we have to recall two more theorems from [23]. 
Proposition 3.5 [23, Proposition 3.41. I’ h is a regular cardinal, then there exists a 
rigid A-family of RCu-modules. 
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Remark. Basically the construction was used to derive the ‘five-subspace- 
theorem’, cf. [ 161. The proof rests on combinatorial arguments due to Shelah [3&]. 
Proposition 3.6 [23, Proposition 3.51. If A is a singular cardinal and K = cfh. the11 
there exists a rigid h-family of R, -modules. cl 
In order to deal with an R-algebra A we need the following definition: 
Definition 3.7 [23, Section 41. Let A be an R-algebra and let { FC, ] (Y c A} be the 
standard A-family of R-modules with exact sequences 
If M is an A-module, put M,, = M 8 FC, for a C A. Let Z = (1, 2) be a partial 
ordering. We define an A-rigid A-family of R,-modules to be R,-module structures 
on M, and Qi for every A-module M, (Y C A and i E A, such that: 
(1) Mt is a direct summand of M, such that Mk and its complement are 
R-isomorphic to @, M (k E I), and Qi is A-free (i E A). 
(2) the exact sequence for F,, tensored with M yields an exact sequence 
(3) if M and N are A-modules and cy U /3 C A, then - 
Hom(M,, A$) = 
Hom,JM. N)@ l,,, if 0 & p . 
o ifcx@. 
Proposition 3.8. L&t A 2 K be infinite cardinals. Z = (I, 5) be a partiall-v ordered 
set, and A be an R-algebra which is generated by ut most A elements. If there exist a 
rigid A-family of A, -modules and a rigid K -family of R,-modules. then we carI find 
ai1 A-rigid A-family of R,-modules. 
Remarks. The proof of Proposition 3.8 is similar to that of Proposition 4.2 in 
[23]; however, it is worthwhile to point out the necessary changes. which must be 
checked. For the convenience of :;hc reader we will repeat the relevant steps of 
the proof, explain the underlying strategy and build in the required changes. For 
some of the more technical details, irrelevant for understanding the main steps of 
the proof, we refer to [23]. 
Proof. Let {G,, 1 cx C A} be a rigid A-family of R,-modules together with a A-free 
family Yi (i E A) of R,-modules such that the following sequence is exact: 
(**) O-+ G,,-+ Gn + CD Y, --$ 0 . 
I Etr 
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Choose a basis {g,, gi 1 i E h} of 6,. We may assume that the distinguished 
submodules of G, are enumerated by k with 2 5 k 5 K. Then we define G): and Gf, 
by Gi= G, and Gz = @,, R( g,. + ~1). If Y:.) = 0 and Yf = Yi, the sequences 
O+ G;+ Gi+ gY;+O (aCK,kh) 
remain exact. Let { HY 1 y c K} be a K-family of &-modules and write H, = H,,) 
for all k E K. 
If A is the given R-algebra, then A can be generated by a set (n, 1 E’ E A} of A 
elements. For any A-module M we now want to define a family of R,-modules by 
taking 
with (M@G,)” = M@Gz for k#O and 
is Brenner’s submodule, cf. [ll, p. 163, (4.5)] and [12, p. 591. 
Step 1. To begin with, we will show that the family &, has 
(l)-(3) of an A-rigid A-family of &-modules. It follows from IL 
the properties 
our choice of 
(M 8 G, )” that M, is not of the form M 8 F, . Hence M has no ‘obvious’ 
projections as endomorphisms, which could destroy our inal goal to show 
End M, = 
MU. 
A. In a second step we put an &-module structure on M @ F,, using 
9bserve that in Eontrast to [23] we first have to show that the map (I, 5 ) ---, 
{MLIiEI}(i-M’J is order preserving. This follows from the fact that H, is an 
&-module and that pure inclusions are preserved by tensor products. 
For this purpose and for later applications it is enough to show that fi: is a 
summand of fiU for each Y E I. We decompose 6-I, componentwise. The sequence 
yields sequences O++,+Q?,+Z,+O and 0+4f~+4f:+@kEK Z,+O 
with 2, ,ZL free for each k E K, Y E 1. Consequently these sequences plit and we 
obtain free rank-K modules H, = Ha @ C,,, Hi = Hi $ CL, where each CL is a 
summand of C,,. Note however that the decomposition cannot be ‘unified’ 
(unified in the sense that Ckr is independent of Y) to give a decomposition of 
Ha C ri, as &-modules, because of the rigidity of H,. Now it is easy to verify the 
decompositions 
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and to see that @; is a summand of @,. The h-free family Y,. (i E A) of 
R,-modules is used to define a new family of &-modules Qj = zkEK Yf; @H, 
(i E A). Clearly, by the decomposition of H,: from above, 
We now can apply n/r% to (**) and obtain componentwise 
O-M@G,-+M@G,+$(M@Y,)+O, 
iEa 
for all k E K. Using the definition of i, and the last two sequences, also 
OWGcljfGa- Ghf8Q,-0 
iEa 
becomes exact. 
Finally we have to verify condition (3) of an A-rigid A-family. The proof follows 
immediately from [23], so we only sketch the basic steps. Let M,N be A-modules, 
cuU)l~A and @EHom(Ma,Np). 
For k E K put k = K\{ k} and 4’ = 4 1 (M @ G, )". It is easy to see that 
and there is a natural homomorphism 
with (N 0 G,) ‘n = 0. The composed homomorphism 
must be zero, since (H,, > is a rigid family. Consequently 
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by the definition of r. Now the rigidity of {l-l,, } yields 4’ = (CI’ @ l,, , where 
+!/ : (M @ G, )’ + (N 0 G, )‘. Note (M 8 G,, )’ = M 8 G,, , so q!~’ is rc/ ’ restricted 
to (M 8 Gc,)X. Now we can apply the lemma stated at the end of the proof. The 
homomorphism $ leaves Brenner‘s submodules (M @ G, )” invariant and we 
conclude for (Y g /3 that 9’ = 0 and consequently 4 = 0. If cy C p we obtain 
fi E Hom,JM, N) with $’ = @ 0 l,, and therefore 4 = $ C% l,,, 8 1 K. This com- 
pletes the first step of the proof. 
Step 2. We indicate the construction of the A-rigid A-family of R,-modules. 
Take A = R, q = 1 for i E A and M = R in the construction above, which yields a 
standard h-family (F,, 1 a C A} of R,-modules with F, = c X-Ek Gi $0 Hk. For k # 0 
we identify fit with M @ Ft in an obvious way and for k = 0 we define an 
isomorphism from 
as follows: 
This isomorphism together with the identifications yield an isomorphism 
e, : M @a Fck ---) ii,, , which carries the R,-module structure onto M 63 F’, with the 
required properties; see [23] for details. 
Lemma [23, p. 39, Lemma 4.11. Using the given notations Iye have for !P E 
Hom( M 8 G,, , N @ G, ) that P E Horn, (M, N) 8 1 ap if and only if Brenner’s 
submodules are left invariant, i.e., (M @ G,)“F c (N 8 G,)‘! 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Let J = (J, 5) E St *. Then there is an I = (I 5) E St such 
that (I, 5) can be embedded into (J, 5). Let A be an infinite cardinal and let A be 
an R-algebra with a generating set of cardinality not larger than h. By Corollary 
2.3 it is sr,i rcient to construct a family of R,-modules M,, = (M, M:, 1 i E I) with 
M = @, A and 
Homt<,(Mtt ’ /.3 )= 
A ifaG@, 
0 if (y g p . 
If A is regular, then by Proposition 3.5 there exists a rigid A-family of R,-modules 
and by Proposition 3.3 there exists a rigid w-family of R,-modules. From 
Proposition 3.8 we may conclude that there is an A-rigid h-family of R,-modules. 
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If h is singular and cf A = K, then by Proposition 3.6 there is a rigid h-family of 
R,-modules. By Proposition 3.5 there is a rigid K-family of Rlu-modules and 
consequently by Proposition 3.8 putting A = R we obtain a rigid h-family of 
&,-modules. Now we can apply the same reductions (Propositions 3.3 and 3.8) as 
in the regular case and we finally obtain an A-rigid h-family of &-modules. which 
has the desired properties. 
4. Procrf of Theorem 1 
In order to prove Theorem 1 from the Introduction. we will first indicate the 
main steps of a proof of a Theorem of Ringel and Tachikawa [37] and in- 
dependently of Simson [40]. The following proof is extracted from Simson 
[40,41], whom we thank for the permission to sketch his arguments. A not 
necessarily commutative ring F with 1 # 0 is of finite representation type. if F is left 
artinian and if F admits only finitely many nonisomorphic. finitely generated. 
indecomposable F-modules. F-modules are always supposed to be left F-modules. 
The given proof rests on a theorem of Warfield [43] and some standard argu- 
ments, e.g., from [I]. 
Theorem 4.1 [37,41]. Let F be a ring of finite representation type, then ever, 
F-mcdule is a direct sum of finitely generated submodules. 
Proof. Let {M,, . . . , M,,} be a maximal set of nonisamorphic, finitely generated 
and indecomposable F-modules. Let M = M, Cl3 - * - CI3 M,, and S = End(M). By [ 1. 
15.21, 11. l] the module M has finite length and S is perfect by Bass: see [ 1. 29.3. 
28.81. 
NOW let A be an arbitrary F-module. By [43. Proposition l] there is a pure . 
exact sequence 
(***) 04C--,$M--,A~O A 
for some cardinal A. A submodule X is pure in Y, if any system of equations with 
coefficients in X that has a solution in Y, also has a solution in X. Note that F is 
artinian, so noetherian and hence being finitely generated and finitely presented 
are the same notions. We will show that (* * *) is a split-exact sequence. 
For this purpose we will use the following well-known lemma: 
Lemma [43. Proposition 31. A secjlferice O-+ X-+ Y+ 230 i.y pure exact. if’ arid 
only if for every finitely presented module U the follorviny sequerlce is exact: 
O+ Hom( I/. X) +Hom(U/, Y)+Hom(U. Z)-+O. 
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Let X, = I-Iom,(M, X) for all F-modules X. The module M is finitely pre- 
sented and (***) is pure exact, so the lemma applies and we get an exact sequence 
of S-modules 
(****) 0+X,--+ TM +yA,+O. ( ) 
Next we consider the evaluation map e(X) : X, Bbs M-, X (f C3 m + mf) and 
we want to show that e(X) is an F-isomorphism. Obviously e(M) : S 8, M-, M is 
an isomorphism and the property being an isomorp ism carries over to direct 
sums and summands of M. On the other hand. every finitely generated indecom- 
posable F-module Y is a summand Gf M and e(Y) is an isomorphism. Every 
finitely generated F-module X is a direct sum of sue Y’s and e(X) must be an 
isomorphism. An arbitrary F-module X is the dir ed union X = lim,, Xi of 
finitely generated submodules Xi c X. Since M is itely generated, we have 
X, = limi_ (Xi), and therefore e(X) = limi_ e(X,) is an isomorphism, because 
tensor products commute with direct iimits. 
Next we observe that Y, is a projective S-module for any finitely generated 
R-module Y. If Y is indecomposable and finitely generated, then Y is a summand 
of M, hence Y, is a summand of M * = S :jnd Y, is S-projective. We apply this to 
the exact sequence (****). Clearly A = limi_ Ai is a directed union of finitely 
generated submodules Ai of A. We havt just shown that (Ai), is an S-projective 
module, hence A, is a flat S-module. On the other hand S is perfect by Bass’ 
theorem as mentioned above, which forces A, to be S-projective and (****) 
splits. 
Finally we tensor (****) with FMS and use the isomorphisms given by evalua- 
tion maps above. We get a commutative diagram 
0-,M,@,K,- * -,.-MSC3sA/--+0 
CJ(h,) 
,I 
e(A) 
0 ------+K A -0 A 
Since (****) splits, the top row splits and therefore the bottom row (***) splits as 
well. 
F is artinian and the Mi are finitely generated and indecomposable, hence by 
[l, 12.81 End(Mi) is local. From the theorems of Crawley, Jonsson and Warfield 
[l, 26.51 and Azumaya [ 1, 12.61 we conclude that A is isomorphic to a direct sum . 
of copies of M,, . . . , M,,, which completes the proof. Cl 
To complete our argument, we want to formulate a well-known equivalence 
between the category of representations of partially ordered sets and a category of 
modules over particular rings FI*, 
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Let (I, 5,) b e a finite partial order. We may assume I = { 1,. . . , n} and i sI j 
implies i 5 j in the natural order. This can be achieved for any finite partially 
ordered set. Take A4 to be the set of all minimal elements. Enumerate M with the 
first ;latural numbers. Then regard the minimal elements of Z\M and enumerate 
them and continue by induction. Since I is finite this procedure stops. In the 
follov&g, we write i 5 j instead of i 5, j. Define (I*, 5) to be I U {n + 1} and 
i 5 n + 1 for all i E I. Hence n + 1 is a (new) unique maximal element. 
Every representation (M, M’ 1 i E I) of (I ,O becomes a representation of 
(I”, I) by M”+’ = M. 
Let FI” be the incidence ring of the poset I”, i.e. FI” is the ring of triangular 
matrices of the form 
where 
iFi = 
F ifi+ 
0 otherwise . 
With this notation we state the following theorem: 
Theorem 4.2. The category of representations of (I”, I) is equivalent to the 
category of modules over FI" . 
This equivalence of categories has extensively been used, see, for example. 
[34-36,421, and we apply it in Theorem 4.3, i.e., Theorem 1 from the Intro- 
duction. For an explicit proof we refer to [42]. 
Theorem 4.3. Let I = (I, I) be a partialiy ordered set and h an infinite cardinal. 
The following are equivalent : 
(1) I is not sf finite representation type. 
(2) There is an ordering from Q that can be embedded into I. 
(3) For all commutative rings R, for all R-algebras A with a generating set not 
exceeding h and for M = @, A there is a family of R,-modules M,, = (M. M:, 1 i E 
I) (u G h) with 
Proof. (1) 3 (2) This is Kleiner’s theorem 1271. 
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(2) + (3) This is Theorem 2.2. 
(3) + (1~ This is the theorem of Ringel, Tachikawa and Simson (Theorem 4.1) 
and the category correspondence (Theorem 4.2). Cl 
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